Introduction

Abstract'
The solution to the problem of applicationindependent fault recovery of autonomous agents requires a specijication method for the agent's capacity to act outside of its normal operational limits. This paper presents a recovery method based upon the theory of a fuzzy j n i t e state machine. A fuzzy specijcation is given for the bounds within which an autonomous agent is capable to recover after an unexpected situation has occurred in its environment. It has been shown that the three main components of the recovery problem: (i) fault detection, (ii) fault recovery, and (iii) the properties of the actuator /sensor gear of an autonomous agent are interrelated. The suggested method can be implemented either by an application-independent so f i a r e algorithm, or by fuzzy logic hardware.
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I
Many unattended applications in the areas of robotics, marine vessels, and avionics are autonomous systems. They are required to act consistently relative to the initial goals when they encounter unexpected situations in their environment. Such systems comprise of a reactive level that interacts directly with their environment through sensors and actuators, and which can perform control tasks such as positioning, or sequencing [ 1 J .
In the case of an autonomous agent, a supervisory level of the system can detect when the reactive level cannot cope with, or does not intend to proceed with the current control task, and by using additional stored knowledge, will perform a recovery operation, or a re-planning of the reactive control level. The capacity of a system to recover after a failure is recognized in industry as a very important property. However, a recovery mechanism will be of interest only if it is made application-independent, (that is, it can be implemented, say, in the operating system of a Programmable Logic Controller rather than being re-designed with each application). That means the recovery mechanism cannot be based on a. model of the environment. Moreover, that means the error detection level is required to be and a state membership function application-independent as well.
problem of application-independent recovery. It is A fuzzy state is defined by a crisp (Boolean) state
The results reported here provide a solution to the S, : Sk ,gSk (2) change, or failure. The approach exploits the correlation that exists between the theories of the Fuzzy-State-Fuzzy-Output Finite State Machine (FSFO FSM), [6] , and Ontological Control [3] . When an unexpected change occurs in the environment, the discrete states involved in the erroneous situation are isolated by the Ontological Controller (OC). The OC then invokes the fuzzy specification of the discrete states involved in the erroneous situation. That includes a set of fuzzy states of the FSFO FSM, and a state transient trigger algorithm. The OC uses the fuzzy state transient specification to determine if a recovery is possible, that is, the FSFO FSM is the speclfcation of the bounds within which the recovery is possible. If the FSFO FSM enters a suitable fuzzy state, it will return the particular control action that achieves the recovery. The following two sections present the main theoretical tools used, and the method is then illustrated by an example. The model of the FSFO FSM that is implemented by a Boolean automata based on two-valued logic is given by the formulas (l) , where X and Z stand respectively, R* is a composite linguistic model $ =Mba,qx4>&J>..., (3 ) €or a finite set of fuzzy inputs and outputs, '. ' > min(P:: > R, ), . . . > "P: , > Rsp 11 (3) (SISO) system is assumed. In adaptive systems R;
FSFO FSM Model
is not stored in memory, it is dynamically created by computing (3) , instead. By modifying the p R* = G (R,) degrees of the state membership functions on-line,
new R' composite linguistic models can be created under real-time conditions. The switch over between composite linguistic models is determined by the state transients of the FSFO FSM.
The state transients of the FSFO FSM are specified by means of a sequence of changes ai the fuzzy inputs and outputs. Those changes are mapped into the corresponding sequence of changes of the Boolean input and output variable sets, respectively, using the B algorithm. The Boolean input/output sequence specification is passed to an algorithm, and the Boolean FSM will then be automatically synthesized [2] , [9]. A fuzzy logic controller hardware accelerator of pipeline architecture has been presented in [7] . The theory of the FSFO FSM will be used in the sequel to model the changes in the control algorithm of a low level reactive system recovering from a violation of the ontological assumptions (VOA).
Ontological Desynchronization
When a control system such as an autonomous agent is designed, the modeling assumptions for its control algorithm are inherently extended by additional assumptions about the complex environment in which the control takes place. A position controller has the goal to move a radar antenna into a desired position 'p'. The controller has two inputs: (1) the angle 'x' of the radar antenna given by a mechanical sensor and (2) the angle 'y' of the radar antenna given by an electronic sensor. The measurement y is much more accurate than x, however the range of y is much smaller than the range s1 of x. Thus the positioning algorithm has two steps: first a regulator RI brings the radar in the range F~ of the electronic sensor, then a regulator R2 brings the radar in the desired position p. The position error is s=q-p, where q can be either x or y, depending on the current range. By using (4) , state SI can be given as SI=(yl=IE<El 1 , ul,2='R1 acting'). The other states are shown in Fig. 1 It has also been shown in [ 5 ] that for certain state sets, a VOA has the effect such that the controller enters a cycle. This cycle repeats indefinitely such that the ontological desynchronization will repeat as well. For the system above, let us consider the following ontological violation: the mechanical part has developed an error, in fact, an angle offset between the two sensors such that when x=r then y=r+offset. This kind of error is a violation of the initial assumption that the two readings are always aligned when the operating ranges of the two sensors overlap. No measurements or other means are provided to verify this assumption. This error has the effect that after the plant formula for state S2 materializes, (i.e., Ix-pl<~~), state S3 will not materialize since now ly+offset-pl>sl and thus the next state will be S7 instead. However, no disturbance has occurred that would correspond to the transition to S7. The transition from S2 to S7=K.(Ss) is thc ontological de-synchronization. After S,, state So will materialize next, then Si, and then S2. At S2, the relation jy+offset-pl>E, is still satisfied so the controller will jump again to S7 and the cycle repeats as predicted by the theory. Clearly, for the position controller, the situation appears as 'normal" control. The recovery from this situation requires a supervisor level which devises a state that corresponds to the current plant situation, and which has a control action that can "break" the cycle For fuzzy controllers, there can be found recovery solutions by adding extra rules to the rule base [4] . However, for controllers such as PLC's that have discrete states, the problem of recovery becomes more difficult since there is no state with acceptable properties in the state space of the controller that can materialize at a VOA. Thus the recovery algorithm suggested in this paper relies on techniques that can accommodate fuzzy states and yet produce Boolean outputs.
Recovery Using FSFO FSM
For the sake of clarity, the use of the FSFO FSM will be outlined for a single state transition at a VOA. At design time, each plant formula is associated with linguistic intervals. After an ontolopcal desynchronization is detected, the reactive controller gives to the FSFO FSM the following information:
(1) the relevant fuzzy input X to the FSFO FSM is the fuzzified plant formulas of yl , (the last state materialized as expected), y,, (the state with the VOA), and the fuzzified plant formulas of the states in K-(S,), On the horizontal axis, the position error is given, the linguistic labels refer to under-range, in-range, and over-range for Regulators RI, and R2, respectively. The membership functions for the fuzzified input readings reflect the noise and measurement imprecision with respect to the mechanical and electronic sensor, respectively. Recovery from the VOA can be achieved by turning on Regulator R2, since the position error is still within its operational limits.
There are two main approaches to tackle this problem by using the FSFO FSM model. One of them is to deal with it as a trigger condition for the next fuzzy state of the FSFO FSM. The conditions for state transients are specified in terms of membership functions. If the received fuzzified plant formula is not too far from the one for y, (that is, despite the offset the radar is still in the work range of regulator R2) then the FSFO FSM will enter to a state corresponding to S3 and the control action inferred from thc model assigned to this state will cause the system to recover from the VOA. The FSFO FSM will move lo a state corresponding to one of the states in K-(S, ), otherwise. That means the controller cannot recover from the VOA, hence, it should be stopped. The solution to the recovery in the state transition domain is based upon the actual mapping scheme speclfied for the B algorithm between the fuzzy and Boolean subintervals along the horizontal axis. In the example at hand, the boundaries can be specified such that the FSFO FSM enters a state in which Regulator R2 will be turned on as long as the support of the fuzzified readings of the electronic sensor are included in the support of the IR2 label.
With the other approach, the FSFO FSM will enter to a state other than the one corresponding to S3. The expected dominant model has a less than 1 degree in that state. The Ontological Controller has detected the ontological desynchronizatiom, and it will attempt to dynamically tune the p degrees of state membership functions in order to find such control action that will result in a recovery from the VOA. In this case, the solution is sought primarily in the domain of the composite linguistic model. The intervals used for the plant formulas of the state sets of the PLC's are, in fact, Boolean. Fuzzification makes the boundaries between states continuous such that a state preserves its properties beyond its Boolean limits. Thus fuzzification "balances" the fuzzy boundaries of the states against the degree of the ontological violation and, if it is possible, helps to select a control action to recover from the VOA.
Conclusions
Current research has shown that by using a fuzzy state machine together with an Ontological Controller in the frame of a suitable architecture, the error detection and recovery of a system can be substantially improved. The novelty being introduced here is the combination of the two theories, and the use of fuzzy set theory as a specification tool in the context of recovery. The FSFO FSM hardware accelerator can be implemented by using reconfigurable Field Programmable Gate Arrays, hence, it can be added to hgh-performance systems working under realtime conditions.
